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Abstract

In this paper� we compare the behavior of two Newton interior�point

methods derived from two di�erent �rst�order necessary conditions for the

same nonlinear optimization problem with simple bounds� One set of con�

ditions was proposed by Coleman and Li� the other is the standard KKT

set of conditions� We discuss a perturbation of the CL conditions for prob�

lems with one�sided bounds and the di�culties involved in extending this

to problems with general bounds� We study the numerical behavior of the

Newton method applied to the systems of equations associated with the

unperturbed and perturbed necessary conditions� Preliminary numerical

results for convex quadratic objective functions indicate that� for this class

of problems� Newton	s method based on the perturbed KKT formulation

appears to be the most robust�

Key Words� Optimization with simple bounds� �rst�order necessary condi�

tions� interior�point Newton methods�



� Introduction

For inequality constrained optimization problems� a useful interior�point method

can be derived by applying Newton�s method to the Karush�Kuhn�Tucker �KKT�

conditions� The KKT conditions are �rst�order necessary conditions for nonlin�

ear programming provided that certain constraint quali�cation holds� In this

study� we will investigate an alternate interior�point method by applying New�

ton�s method to a di	erent set of �rst�order necessary conditions� the Coleman�Li

�CL� conditions� We seek to determine whether there are advantages to using one

framework over the other�

Recently� many papers have focused on comparing di	erent formulations of

the Newton method� For inequality�constrained optimization� Villallobos� Tapia�

and Zhang �Ref� 
�� ��� compare the Newton primal�dual interior�point method

and the Newton logarithmic barrier function method and demonstrate di	erent

behavior in the regions of convergence associated with the two methods for linear

�Ref� 
��� and nonlinear programs �Ref� 
���� A recent work by Vicente �Ref� 
��

analyzes two formulations of the Newton method for nonlinear optimization with

nonnegativity constraints� one derived from the KKT conditions and the other

from the CL conditions� and presents a bound on the di	erence between the two

Newton steps as the sequences of iterates converge� Another work by Vicente

�Ref� 
��� proves local convergence of a quasi�Newton method based on a variation

of the CL conditions for nonlinear optimization with equality and nonnegativity

constraints�

Newton�s method based on the CL conditions with a re�ective line search

was �rst tested by Coleman and Li on quadratic functions �Ref� 
���� Nonlin�

ear optimization of a quadratic objective function is a fundamental problem� and

quadratic functions� especially convex ones� are a natural class of objective func�

tions for a �rst test of new algorithms� Therefore� in this paper we will consider

optimization problems of convex quadratic functions with simple bounds on vari�

ables� These problems are a subclass of so�called convex quadratic programs�

It is well�known that under standard conditions Newton�s method is guar�

anteed to have local convergence� The precise measure of locality is problem�

dependent� Very often Newton�s method actually converges in a wide region�





which may be loosely characterized as semi�global convergence� Since we are in�

terested in the overall behavior of the method� we selected starting points that are

distributed throughout the feasible region� By starting Newton�s method not nec�

essarily closed to the solution� we hope to test the robustness of the local behavior

of Newton�s method�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we present background ma�

terial� We de�ne the optimization problem and describe two �rst�order necessary

conditions for the problem� the KKT conditions and the CL conditions� Then we

de�ne the Newton steps associated with these two sets of conditions� In Section �

we present the perturbed KKT �PKKT� conditions� derive a perturbation of the

CL conditions for optimization problems with one�sided bounds� and explain the

di�culty in devising a sensible perturbation for problems with general bounds�

Section � presents the interior�point Newton�s method algorithms used to compare

the frameworks� In Section �� we present numerical results for a two�dimensional

problem and for convex optimization problems with only lower bounds as well as

with more general bounds� Finally� we give conclusions in Section ��

� Background

��� Minimization Problem with Simple Bounds

We consider the following nonlinear minimization problem with simple bounds�

min f�x�

s�t� l � x � u�
���

where f�x� � �n � � is twice continuously di	erentiable� x� l� u � �n� l � u�

and the inequalities should be read in a component�wise manner� In general� the

components of �l and u are allowed to be positive in�nity�

��� The KKT Conditions

The KKT conditions are a set of �rst�order necessary conditions� �rst derived by

Karush �Ref� 
��� and then independently by Kuhn and Tucker �Ref� 
���� The
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Lagrangian � � �n � �n � �n � � for ��� and its gradient with respect to x are

de�ned by�

��x� y� z� � f�x�� yT �x� l�� zT �u� x�

rx ��x� y� z� � rf�x�� y � z�

where y� z � �n are vectors of Lagrange multipliers� The KKT conditions for ���

are de�ned by�

rf�x�� y � z � � ��a�

Y �x� l� � � ��b�

Z�u� x� � � ��c�

x� l� u� x� y� z � �� ��d�

where Y and Z denote diagonal matrices with diagonals y and z� respectively�

i�e�� Y � Diag�y� and Z � Diag�z�� For more background on Lagrange multiplier

theory consult �Ref� 
���� for example�

The interior�point methodology consists of applying Newton�s method to the

square system of equalities in the �rst�order necessary conditions and scaling the

Newton update so that the new iterate satis�es the inequality constraints� Ap�

plying the Newton method to the three equalities in the KKT conditions ���� we

see that a Newton step ��x��y��z�T � ��n for ��� satis�es�

�
��
r�f�x� �I I

Y X � L �

�Z � U �X

�
��
�
��
�x

�y

�z

�
�� � �

�
��
rf�x�� y � z

Y �x� l�

Z�u� x�

�
�� � ��

��� The CL Conditions

The CL conditions have been used as a framework for a Newton interior�point

method called an interior�re�ective Newton method �Ref� 
�� ���� The correction

to the iterate is a Newton step scaled using a line search along a piecewise linear

path� In a later paper� the direction of the Newton step is modi�ed by a trust�

region approach �Ref� 
����� In both methods� the Newton step is asymptotically

used near the solution� in order to obtain quadratic convergence�
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The CL �rst�order necessary conditions are�

D�x�rf�x� � � ��a�

x� l� u� x � �� ��b�

where D�x� is a diagonal matrix with diagonal d�x� � �n� de�ned as�

d�x�i �

�����	
����


ui � xi if rf�x�i � � and ui is �nite

xi � li if rf�x�i � � and li is �nite

� if rf�x�i � � and ui ��

or if rf�x�i � � and li � ���

���

where d�x�i� i � �� �� 	 	 	 � n� is the i�th component of d�x�� and similarly forrf�x�i�

The de�nition above is a simpli�cation of the notation presented in �Ref� 
��� To

see that the CL conditions are �rst�order necessary conditions� suppose that x� is

a solution to ��� and notice that

�i� if li � x�i � ui� then rf�x
��i � � and hence �D�x

��rf�x���i � ��

�ii� if x�i � ui� then rf�x
��i � �� if rf�x

��i � �� then �D�x
��rf�x���i � �� if

not� then �D�x��rf�x���i � �ui � x�i �rf�x
��i � � since ui � x�i � �� thus

�D�x��rf�x���i � � in either case�

�iii� similarly� if x�i � li� then rf�x
��i � � and consequently �D�x

��rf�x���i �

�x�i � li�rf�x
��i � ��

Again we apply Newton�s method to the square system of equalities contained

in the �rst�order necessary conditions ���� Let the Jacobian of d�x� be denoted

by Jd�x�� Then a Newton step �x is de�ned by�

�
D�x�r�f�x� � Diag �rf�x�� Jd

�
�x � �D�x�rf�x��

The diagonal matrix Jd�x� is not de�ned when rf�x�i is equal to zero� since d�x�i

has a discontinuity at such an xi� In this case� following Coleman and Li� we

de�ne 
Jd�x��ii to be zero� If the bounds are �nite� the Newton step given above

can be simpli�ed to�

�
D�x�r�f�x� � Diag �jrf�x�j�

�
�x � �D�x�rf�x�� ���

�



where the absolute value of a vector is taken component�wise� since in this case

the diagonal matrix Diag�rf�x��Jd�x� is de�ned as�

�
Diag�rf�x��Jd�x�

�
ii
�

��������	
�������


rf�x�i
d
dxi

�ui � xi� if rf�x�i � � and ui is �nite

rf�x�i
d
dxi

�xi � li� if rf�x�i � � and li is �nite

� if rf�x�i � � and ui ��

or if rf�x�i � � and li � ���

� Perturbations of the First�Order Conditions

In the following subsections we present justi�cations for perturbing the KKT and

CL conditions� We also present the perturbed KKT �PKKT� conditions and the

perturbed CL �PCL� conditions for problems having only lower bounds� Then we

discuss the di�culties encountered when trying to derive a perturbation of the

CL conditions for problems with general bounds�

��� Nonconvergence� Sticking to the Boundary

The iterates of Newton�s method based on the KKT formulation may fail to

converge if they are close to the boundary of the feasible set and unable to move

away� i�e�� they �stick� to the boundary� This behavior was �rst observed by

Tapia �Ref� 
��� and is a result of the linearized complementarity equations in ���

Suppose that xi � li for some i� Newton�s method replaces complementarity�

yi�xi � li� � �� with linearized complementary�

yi�xi � �xi � li��yi � �yi�xi � li��

If xi � li and yi � �� then necessarily �xi equals zero� and Newton�s method

cannot change the value of xi� In practice� if xi is nearly equal to li� then �xi

can be very small� Thus� if an iterate approaches the boundary of the feasible set

too quickly� it will not be able to move away from it� and it may be the �wrong�

boundary that does not contain any solution�

Now let us investigate the behavior of Newton�s method based on the CL

formulation ���� Again suppose xi � li and� additionally� rf�x�i � �� Then the

�



ith row of D�x�r�f�x� is equal to the zero vector� and the ith row of ��� becomes�

rf�x�i�xi � ��

Again� �xi � � and Newton�s method will not be able to change the iterate� If

xi � li and rf�x�i � �� the iterate will not necessarily stick to the boundary� We

obtain the same result if we suppose xi � ui and rf�x�i � �� So� even if the ith

constraint is not active at the solution� it may be responsible for nonconvergence

by causing the iterates to stick to that part of the boundary�

��� The Perturbed KKT Conditions

In order to prevent the behavior of sticking to boundaries� we can modify the

equations in the KKT conditions ��� slightly by perturbing the right�hand sides�

The following motivation of the perturbation closely mirrors that given by Tapia

�Ref� 
�����

The perturbed KKT �PKKT� conditions are�

rf�x�� y � z � � ��a�

Y �x� l� � �e ��b�

Z�u� x� � �e ��c�

x� l� u� x� y� z � �� ��d�

where � � � and e � �n is a vector of ones� Newton�s method applied to the

system of equations in ��� yields�
��
r�f�x� �I I

Y X � L �

�Z � U �X

�
��
�
��
�x

�y

�z

�
�� � �

�
��
rf�x�� y � z

Y �x� l�� �e

Z�u� x�� �e

�
�� � ���

The PKKT conditions can be motivated by the fact that perturbing linearized

complementarity allows the iterates to move away from the boundary �Ref� 
�����

The traditional motivation for using these conditions as a framework is the notion

of a central path parameterized by �� It is known that under suitable conditions�

��� has a unique solution for all su�ciently small � � �� and as � � �� the cor�

responding solution path converges to the solution� This path in a sense remains

central in the feasible set and hence is called the central path�

�



Let the system of equations in ��� be denoted F��x� y� z��� � �� and let x
�

� be

the solution of that system� Then the central path CP is de�ned by

CP � fx
�

� � F �x
�

� � �� � �� x� l� u� x� y� z � �� � � � � ��g�

for some �� � �� For existence and smoothness of the central path see Fiacco and

McCormick �Ref� 
����

��� Perturbing the CL Condition� Lower Bounds Only

In this subsection� we introduce and justify a perturbation scheme of the CL

conditions for problems with one�sided bounds� Without loss of generality� we

will consider problems with only lower bounds�

min f�x�

subject to x� l � ��
���

where f�x� � �n � � is twice continuously di	erentiable� The following develop�

ment follows a line similar to that presented in �Ref� 
���� where the inequality

constraints are nonnegativity only�

The KKT conditions for ��� are rf�x�� y � �� Y �x� l� � �� and x� l� y � ��

leading to the following KKT system�
r�f�x� �I

Y X � L

�
�x

�y

�
� �


rf�x�� y

Y �x� l�

�
� ����

The CL conditions for ��� are D�x�rf�x� � �� and x � l � �� leading to the

following CL system�

�
D�x�r�f�x� � Diag �rf�x�� Jd�x�

�
�x � �D�x�rf�x�� ����

where the diagonal matrix Diag�rf�x�� Jd�x� is de�ned as�

�
�Diag �rf�x�� Jd�x�

�
ii
�

�
rf�x�i if rf�x�i � �

� otherwise�

Supposing d�x� � � and multiplying the CL system by D���x�� we obtain

�
r�f�x� �D���x�Diag�rf�x��Jd�x�

�
�x � �rf�x�� ����

�



On the other hand� if we solve �y from the second equation in ���� and substitute

it into the �rst equation� we arrive at the equation below corresponding to �����

�
r�f�x� � �X � L���Y

�
�x � �rf�x�� ���

Notice that the two equalities di	er only in the diagonal matrices added tor�f�x��

The following proposition allows us to relate these two matrices� To simplify the

notation we will write D�x�� as D�� f�x�� as f �� and so on�

Proposition ��� Let x� be a solution of ��� with associated Lagrange multipliers

y�� Then �i� D� � X� � L� and �ii� Diag�rf ��Jd�x� � Y ��

Proof�

�i� Assume that x� is a solution of ���� Then either x�i � li or x
�

i � li� If

x�i � li� then rf
�

i � �� If x
�

i � li� then rf
�

i � �� Thus� from de�nition ����

d�i � x�i � li� i�e�� D
� 
 X� � L�

�ii� If x�i � li� then rf
�

i � �� Suppose rf �i � �� Then �Diag�rf ��Jd�x���ii �

rf �i � Since rx �
� � �� rf �i � y�i � Now suppose that rf

�

i � �� Then


Diag�rf ��Jd�x���ii � �� Again since rx �
� � � and rf �i � �� we have

y�i � �� Thus 
Diag�rf
��Jd�x���ii � y�i � �� Now� if x

�

i � li� then rf
�

i � �

and 
Diag�rf ��Jd�x���ii � y�i from the same argument� Hence in all cases

Diag�rf ��Jd�x�� 
 Y ��

The proposition says that D�x� and Diag�rf�x��Jd�x� can be viewed as approx�

imations to X � L and Y � respectively� at least for x close to a solution x��

In a similar way� if we write the PKKT system associated with problem ���

and then solve for �x� we obtain�

�
r�f�x� � �X � L���Y

�
�x � �rf�x� � ��X � L���e� ����

Comparing ��� and ����� we see that a perturbation term ��X �L���e has been

added to the right�hand side of the equation� Since D�x� can be viewed as an

approximation to X � L� ���� leads us to consider the following perturbation of

����� �
r�f�x� �D���x� Diag�rf�x��Jd�x�

�
�x � �rf�x� � �D���x�e� ����

��



Multiplying ���� by D�x�� we obtain�

�
D�x�r�f�x� � Diag�rf�x��Jd�x�

�
�x � �D�x�rf�x� � �e� ����

which can be also be derived by applying Newton�s method to

D�x�rf�x� � �e� ����

Naturally� the perturbed CL conditions for problems with only lower bounds

should be the following�

D�x�rf�x� � �e� ���a�

x� l � �� ���b�

��� Perturbing the CL Conditions� General Bounds

Now we consider the more general problem ��� where both lower and upper bounds

can be present� We will demonstrate the di�culties encountered when trying to

similarly extend the perturbation to the general case� For simplicity� we will

restrict our attention to the case in which all the bounds are �nite�

Since the equalites in the CL conditions have the identical form D�x�rf�x� �

� for the cases of one�sided and general bounds� one would think that the same

perturbation scheme ���� should work for both cases� Hence� the perturbed CL

conditions for problems with both lower and upper bounds should be�

D�x�rf�x� � �e� ���a�

x� l� u� x � �� ���b�

We now show� however� that the relationship between the perturbed KKT condi�

tions and the perturbed CL conditions that exists in the case of one�sided bounds

no longer exists in the case of general bounds� Moreover� as we will show in our

numerical experiments� on a set of test problems the perturbed CL conditions

���� work well for the case of one�sided bounds� but ���� do not work well at all

for the case of general bounds�

��



We begin by solving the second and third equations in the KKT system ��

for �y and �z in terms of �x� respectively� obtaining

�y � ��X � L���Y�x� y�

�z � �U �X���Z�x � z�

Substituting these expressions into the �rst equation� we obtain�

�
r�f�x� � 
�X � L���Y � �U �X���Z�

�
�x � �rf�x�� ����

Multiplying the CL system ��� by D���x� �assuming its existence at x�� we obtain�

�
r�f�x� �D���x� Diag�jrf�x�j�

�
�x � �rf�x�� ����

Again� the two expressions di	er only in the diagonal matrices added to r�f�x��

In the case of one�sided bounds we were able to relate these two matrices by

considering properties that hold at the solution� We were helped by the fact that

each of those diagonal matrices was expressed as the product of two diagonal

matrices� Notice that this is no longer the case for the diagonal matrix added to

r�f�x� in ���� which is now a sum of two matrices�

We can similarly derive an equation analogous to ���� for the PKKT system�

�
r�f�x� � �X � L���Y � �U �X���Z

�
�x �

�rf�x� �
�
�X � L��� � �U �X���

�
�e�

Comparing the right�hand side of the above with that of equation ����� we see

that the perturbation terms for the two systems are� respectively� 
�X � L��� �

�U � X�����e and D���x��e� That is� in the two equations� the term D���x�

corresponds to the term 
�X � L��� � �U �X�����

In the previous derivation of the perturbation for the case of one�sided bounds�

we showed that D���x� and Diag�rf�x��Jd�x� could serve as approximations for

�X � L��� and Y � respectively� In the present case� however� it is not clear that

D���x� can serve as an approximation to �X � L��� � �U �X���� Furthermore�

even if one insisted that D���x� � �X � L��� � �U �X��� and

D���x�Diag�jrf�x�j� � �X � L���Y � �U �X���Z�

��



then one would be asking that

Diag�jrf�x�j� � 
�X � L��� � �U �X����
�X � L���Y � �U �X���Z��

which does not seem plausible� Hence� there does not seem to be an analogous

justi�cation for the perturbation scheme ���� in the case of general bounds�

� Interior�Point Newton Algorithms

We now describe four interior�point Newton algorithms� based on the KKT�

PKKT� CL and PCL conditions �see ���� ���� ���� ������ for solving optimiza�

tion problems with simple bounds� Each algorithm starts with a strictly feasible

initial iterate� takes a Newton step at each iteration� and damps the step whenever

necessary to keep the iterates strictly feasible�

These algorithms are simple and not sophisticated� Indeed� they are not

equipped with mechanisms for enhancing global convergence� Our goal� however�

is to compare the behavior� particularly the robustness� of the damped Newton�

interior�point method on the four sets of conditions � the perturbed and unper�

turbed KKT and CL conditions� For this purpose� we feel that simpler algorithms

are more revealing�

Let � be the steplength assigned to the Newton step� calculated by multiplying

the maximum allowable steplength� ��� to the boundary of the feasible set by a

damping parameter 	 � ��� ��� that is� � � 	 ��� We also require � to be less than

or equal to one� When multiplied by ���� the parameter 	 � which is chosen at the

start of the algorithm and remains constant throughout� represents the percentage

of the steplength that would take us to the boundary� The larger the value of 	

is� the more the iterates are allowed to approach the boundary�

Let R�x� y� z� be the residual vector of the equalities in the KKT conditions

��� evaluated at �x� y� z�� Let 
 � �� 
� � � and 	 � ��� �� be given� The damped�

interior�point Newton algorithm for the KKT conditions ��� can be described as

follows�

KKT Algorithm� Given initial point �x� y� z� such that l � x � u�

y � � and z � ��

�



Step � If kR�x� y� z�k � 
� stop� else go to Step ��

Step � Solve the linear system �� for ��x��y��z��

Step  Compute � � min��X�L����x� �X�U����x� Y ���y� Z���z��

where the minimum is taken over the components of all involved

vectors� �� � ���min�������� and � � min��� 	 ����

Step � If � � 
�� stop� else go to Step ��

Step � Let �x� y� z� � �x� y� z� � ���x��y��z� and go to Step ��

Similarly� the damped� interior�point Newton algorithm for the CL conditions

��� can be described as follows�

CL Algorithm� Give x such that l � x � u�

Step � If kD�x�rf�x�k � 
� stop� else go to Step ��

Step � Solve the linear system ��� for �x�

Step  Compute � � min��X � L����x� �X � U����x��

�� � ���min�������� and � � min��� 	���

Step � If � � 
�� stop� else go to Step ��

Step � Let x � x� ��x and go to Step ��

We now present the damped� interior�point Newton algorithms for the PKKT

��� and PCL ���� conditions� In these algorithms the parameter� � � �� must be

updated at each iteration so that �� � asymptotically as the iterates converge�

Except for this change� the algorithms are essentially the same as those for the

unperturbed conditions�

PKKT Algorithm� The same as the KKT Algorithm except at Step

� the linear system ��� is solved with � � min����� ��� � � where

 � ��x� l�Ty � �u� x�T z���n�

PCL Algorithm� The same as the CL Algorithm except at Step

� the linear system ���� is solved with � � min����� ��� � � where

 � d�x�T jrf�x�j�n�

��



We note that the  value in the PCL algorithm is nothing but the normalized

��norm of the residual vector D�x�rf�x��

� Numerical Experiments

The main purpose of our numerical experiments is to see how the KKT condi�

tions and the CL conditions� both in perturbed and unperturbed formulations�

compare as bases for constructing interior�point Newton algorithms� It is well�

know that for the KKT conditions� the perturbed formulation possesses better

global convergence properties than the unperturbed ones� For the CL conditions�

it is worthwhile to determine whether or not the perturbed formulation is also

preferable to the unperturbed ones�

In Section ���� we report numerical results obtained from applying each algo�

rithm to a two�dimensional problem� In Section ���� we report numerical results

for convex quadratic programs subject to either lower bounds only� or both lower

and upper bounds�

We start each algorithm from the same set of starting points and report the

percentage of runs corresponding to nonconvergence� which in all instances oc�

curs when � becomes less than 
�� i�e�� the iterate was sticking to the boundary�

For each algorithm� we also report the average number of iterations required to

reach the convergence criterion for common successful runs� that is� the average

is taken over the runs where all the algorithms successfully terminated upon the

satisfaction of their corresponding convergence criterion�

We have implemented the four algorithms presented in the last section in

Matlab� In all experiments� we chose 	 � ���� 
� � ��
��� and 
 � �����

��� A Two�Dimensional Problem

We tested the four algorithms on a simple two�dimensional problem� minimize

f�x� y� 
 xy�x� � y����x� � y��� subject to the box constraints ���� � x� y �

���� because the results for this problem can be easily visualized and provide an

indication of the regions of convergence� Given the box constraints� the minimum

of this problem occurs at �x�� y�� � ������ ���� on the boundary�

��
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Figure �� Approximate regions of convergence for the ��dimensional problem�

The starting points are chosen to be the grid points on a � by � uniformly

spaced mesh� totaling ��� points� as is shown in Figure �� The positions of the �x�

and �o� symbols indicate that the respective algorithms converged starting from

those locations� Also plotted in Figure � are the contour lines of the function

f�x� y�� The pictures in Figure � are self�explanatory� The most striking fact

presented in the pictures is that the region of convergence for the PCL algorithm

is extremely small for this problem�

In Table �� we report the average number of iterations over common successful

runs and the number of nonconvergence cases for each algorithm out of the ���

runs� We note that the number of common successful runs is small because of the

large number ����� of nonconvergence cases encountered by the PCL algorithm�

Clearly� for this problem with general bounds� the perturbed CL formulation did

not o	er any advantage over the unperturbed one� It fact� it was detrimental�

On the other hand� in those a few cases where all the algorithms converged� the

CL and PCL algorithms took one or two less iterations on average than their

counterparts�

��
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Table �� Results on a ��dimensional problem

Average Number Number of cases of

Algorithm of Iterations Nonconvergence

KKT ��� ���

CL ��� ���

PKKT ��� ��

PCL ��� ���

��� Convex Quadratic Programs

In this subsection we report numerical results obtained from minimizing convex

quadratic functions of the form�

q�x� �
�

�
xTATAx� bTx�

subject to either lower bounds only or both lower and upper bounds� where A �

�n�n and b � �n are randomly generated using the Matlab rand function� In our

tests� we only used n � �� and n � �� because for problems of these sizes� we can

already observe signi�cantly di	erent algorithmic behavior�

We again report the average number of iterations over successful runs and the

percentage of nonconvergence� As mentioned before� from the de�nitions of the

algorithms� nonconvergence occurs if and only only if � � 
�� i�e�� the iterate is

sticking to the boundary�

For n � ��� we generated �� convex quadratic programs and a set of ���

starting points for each problem� For n � ��� we generated � convex quadratic

programs and a set of ��� starting points for each problem�

The bounds l and u for test problems with both lower and upper bounds

were generated as follows� For each objective function q�x�� we �rst solved the

unconstrained minimization problem to �nd the location of the unique minimizer

�the generated A matrices always turned out to be full rank�� Then we selected

the bounds in a rather ad hoc way manner except that we ensured that at least

one bound� either upper or lower� was active� Mostly the bounds were chosen to

be integers between ��� and ���

��



For each problem with both lower and upper bounds� we generated another

problem with only lower bounds by converting any active upper bound into a

lower one and then deleting all upper bounds afterwards� Suppose that a problem

has the solution x� so that x�i � ui� i�e�� the i�th upper bound is active� The

conversion is accomplished as follows� We �rst change the sign of the i�th column

of A and of bi to get �A and �b� Then the new objective function�

�q�x� 

�

�
xT �AT �Ax� �bTx�

has the unique minimizer �x� 
 x� � � x�i e �i�e�� the sign of x
�

i is changed�� where

e is the vector of all ones� As such� �x�i satis�es the bounds �ui � �xi � �li� and

the new lower bound is active� So we de�ne �li � �ui to be the new lower bound�

This procedure is obviously applicable to each active upper bound� Since there is

no active upper bound left after the conversion� we discard all upper bounds and

obtain a problem with only lower bounds�

The starting points for problems with both lower and upper bounds are gen�

erated as follows� We begin by randomly generating a vector w � �n with com�

ponents ��� �� or �� Then we de�ne a point xb as follows� For i � �� �� 	 	 	 � n�

�xb�i �

��	
�


li� if wi � ���

�li � ui���� if wi � ��

ui� if wi � ��

Obviously� such a xb lies on the boundary of the feasible set fx � �
n � l � x � ug�

We also compute the center of the feasible set� xc � �l � u���� Then we de�ne a

starting point with respect to the random vector w and a parameter � � ��� �� to

be

x� � xc � ��xb � xc��

The parameter � determines the closeness of the starting point to the boundary�

Clearly� the closer � is to one� the closer it is to xb on the boundary� We vary the

closeness of x� by varying the values of �� It is expected that the closer x� is to

the boundary� the more likely the subsequent iterates will stick to the boundary�

For problems with only lower bounds� we make sure to use vectors w that have

at least one component equal to �� and repeat the above process� except that we

replace u with l��e in the computations involving u� where e is a vector of ones�

��

-



For the KKT and PKKT formulations� we must also choose the initial values

for the multipliers y in the case of lower bounds only� and for y and z in the case of

general bounds� In view of the �rst equation in the KKT conditions ���� we choose

y� � jrf�x��j for the case of lower bounds only� We choose y� � z� � jrf�x��j

for the case general bounds� These choices for the case of general bounds are

somewhat arbitrary� but we did not want to use more deliberate choices in order

to avoid giving undue advantages to the KKT and PKKT algorithms�

In next two subsections� we present our numerical results on convex quadratic

programs in the form of bar charts� where the height of the bars in the left plot

represents the percentage of failures out of all starting points for each algorithm�

and the height of the bars in the right plot represents the average number of

iterations over the successful runs in which all algorithms converged� In all the

bar charts� the horizontal axis represents the values of the parameter �� indicating

how close the starting points are to the boundary�

��	�� Numerical Results� Lower Bounds

Figures � and  summarize the numerical results on problems with only lower

bounds and of dimensions n � �� and n � ��� respectively� Recall that we ran

each algorithm from a total of ���� starting points for n � �� and ��� starting

points for n � ���

The left bar charts in Figures � and  indicate that as the starting points

moved closer to the boundary of the feasible set �i�e�� as � approached ��� the

iterates of the CL and KKT algorithms stuck to the boundary more frequently�

Moreover� the iterates of the CL algorithm stuck more frequently than those of

the KKT algorithm for each � value tested�

Overall� the perturbations worked well in preventing the iterates from sticking

to the boundary� with the exception that when starting points were too close to

the boundary �� � ������� the PCL algorithm failed to converge � times out of

���� for n � ��� and �� times out of ��� for n � ��� On the other hand� the

PKKT algorithm never failed once to converge�

We also note from Figures � and  that for each � nonconvergence occured

more frequently when n � �� than when n � ��� In addition� in terms of the

��
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average number of iterations over the successful runs� the CL� PKKT� and PCL

algorithms are comparable while the KKT algorithms required more iterations

when the starting points are close to the boundary�

��	�	 Numerical Results� General Bounds

For problems with both lower and upper bounds� the performance of the PCL

algorithm is much worse than that of the CL algorithm� as can be seen from

Figure �� The failure rate is over �� even when the starting points are only

�� of the way to the boundary of the feasible set �i�e�� � � ����� This fact

indicates that the perturbation to the CL conditions is detrimental when applied

to problems with both upper and lower bounds� However� on the small number of

staring points from which the PCL algorithm did converge� it took less iterations

on average than the PKKT algorithm�
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Figure �� Results for Convex Quadratic Programs� General bounds� n � ���

Since the PCL algorithm was clearly not as robust as the other algorithms

on problems with both lower and upper bounds� we did not include it in the

comparison for n � �� in Figure ��

In Figures � and � we again see that as the starting points moved closer to

the boundary of the feasible set �i�e�� as � � ��� the iterates of the CL and KKT

algorithms stuck to the boundary more frequently� with the iterates of the CL
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algorithm sticking more frequently than those of the KKT algorithm�

In addition� when problem size was increased from n � �� to n � ��� the

percentage of nonconvergence cases also increased for each � value considered�

Once again� the PKKT algorithm converged for all � values considered�

� Concluding Remarks

It is not surprising that without the perturbations interior�point Newton algo�

rithms based on both the KKT and the CL conditions tend to stick to the bound�

ary when they are started close to the boundary� It appears� though� that the

KKT conditions may be slightly less prone to this di�culty� For problems with

only one�sided bounds� the perturbation to the CL conditions enhances global

convergence� as in the case of the KKT conditions� However� for problems with

general bounds� the same perturbation scheme does not work� On the sets of

test problems used in this paper� the PKKT algorithm is the most robust of the

interior�point Newton algorithms�
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